RECENT CRUSTAL MOVEMENTS ALONG THE CARMEL FAULT SYSTEM, ISRAEL
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ABSTRACT

A long-standing dilemma in the geology of Israel is whether the Carmel Fault (CF) is currently active and to what extent does it contribute to the seismic hazard of the city of Haifa and the nearby petrochemical industrial area. In this study we use InSAR stacking and PShInSAR to measure the surface movements on both sides of the CF. Processing single interferograms showed low signal to noise ratio (SNR), and no consistent sense of apparent displacements. Stacking interferograms improved the SNR, but uncertainties still remained high, compared to the signal. PShInSAR analysis shows no evidence for differential surface movements between the two sides of the CF. Using elastic dislocation modeling we find that the lower detection limits on the NW-SE segments of the fault, are 1 mm/year for vertical movement and 4 mm/year for horizontal sinistral movement. Thus, we cannot exclude creep along the Carmel Fault at rates lower than these limits.

1. INTRODUCTION

The Carmel Fault (CF) is the northern part of the Carmel-Far'a Fault System (CFFS) that splays off the Dead Sea Fault (DSF) and continues northwestwards into the Mediterranean Sea [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]. The CF is composed of a short central N-S striking segment between southern and northern NW-SE striking segments (Fig 1). The surface exposure of the CFSS is not continuous along its course [1, 6]. The northwestern segment of the fault crosses the city of Haifa and its suburbs and passes a few km away from the petrochemical industry in the Haifa Bay. Based on geological, geophysical and geomorphological data the CF has been considered to be potentially active along the majority of its course [7]. Yet, defining the CF as active is not unequivocal. The earthquake catalogue (GII, 2006) and a recent earthquake relocation study [8] show a lack of seismic energy production along the northern fault segments during the last 20 years. The largest earthquake in northern Israel, outside the DSF, during the past 50 years, with a magnitude of $M_l = 5.3$, occurred on August 24, 1984 about 8 km east of the central segment of the CF (Fig 1). Paleoseismic studies [9, 10] did not detect any fault activity younger than a few 10000s years or evidence for liquefaction in the Holocene sediments of the Haifa Bay [11]. Recently, a seismic profile across the northern segment of the CF has failed to reveal any disturbance in late Pleistocene sediments overlying the fault trace [12]. Thus, there is a growing need for precise mapping and reliable data of the Carmel fault described as a potentially active fault [7]. Black lines are tracks of surface mapped faults (From GSI GIS database). The green circle shows the location of the March 24, 1894 $M=5.3$ earthquake (GII earthquake catalog).
on geomorphologic and tectonic considerations [9, 13, 14], a recent GPS study suggests dextral displacement [15]. Focal plane solutions of the larger earthquakes show sinistral components along SE–NW faults, in agreement with the geological and geomorphologic observations.

In this study we use InSAR stacking and PSInSAR to find evidence for possible differential movements between both sides of the CF which may indicate recent activity. We also use elastic modeling to constrain the detection limits of the technique and evaluate the possible deformation mechanisms.

2. PREVIOUS STUDIES

Previous estimates of the slip rate along the CF relied on displacements of dated markers, such as sedimentary units or stream channels, and geodetic measurements. As summarized by [13], most studies show sinistral displacement along the CF. A vertical displacement of 2 cm per 1000 years (0.02 mm/y) along the N-S segment of the CF was suggested by [14], based on seismic profiles. A vertical displacement rate of 0.2 mm/y was estimated from displaced 55,000 y old layers which were found in shallow seismic profiles on the NW segment of the CF [16]. A left-lateral displacement of 500–1500 m during the Pleistocene was suggested from geomorphologic evidences [13], implying a horizontal slip rate of less than 1 mm/y. Recent GPS and precise leveling measurements reveal a relative uplift of Mt. Carmel (or subsidence of the surrounding areas) at a rate of 5 mm/y during the years 1990 to 1999 [17]. Later leveling results show that compared to the Carmel slopes, the deformation of the center of Mt. Carmel can be divided into a period of uplift (1987 to 1992) and a period of subsidence (1992 to 2003) [18]. As for the horizontal component, the GPS results are also somewhat controversial, ranging from 3.5 mm/y dextral slip [15], through 0.9±1.1 mm/y sinistral slip [19] to about 4 mm/y sinistral slip [18].

3. METHODS

We present here the first use in Israel of stacking and Permanent Scatterers (PS) InSAR. The basic assumption of the two techniques is that the deformation rate along a fault is constant during the analyzed period while atmospheric errors or other noise (e.g. thermal) are random. The stacking method enables to minimize the random noise [20]. Our stacking procedure follows in part that of [21]. We first create chains of interferograms with short baselines (see below) along the analyzed time period. Then we sum the phase changes from all the available interferometric pairs in each chain, and divide the sum by the total time span of the measurements. By using interferometric chains, almost all images are used both as "slaves" and as "masters", thus eliminating the atmospheric signals embedded in each image and minimizing the atmospheric errors to those of the first and last images in the chain. Averaging N chains will reduce the atmospheric signal by $\sqrt{N}$. In fact, this procedure creates fewer interferograms with longer temporal baselines which contain potentially higher deformation signal than the short time span interferograms. In the case of this research it also enabled us to use more images than with a stacking attitude which uses only independent interferograms (e.g. [21]). Finally, in chains where the deformation rates of more than 5% of the pixels in the Mt. Carmel area are greater than $2\sigma$ of the total stack, we removed the first or last interferogram of the chain. We repeat this process until no chain has more than 5% pixels in the Carmel region with deformation rates greater than $2\sigma$ of the total stack.

Permanent Scattering Interferometric Synthetic Aperture Radar (PSInSAR) enables estimation and removal of atmospheric effects by combining and analyzing data from long time series of SAR images [22, 23]. Relative target LOS velocity can then be estimated with accuracy, often better than 1 mm/yr, due to the long time span, depending, among other factors, on the number of scenes and the atmospheric conditions during the different SAR acquisitions. For some of the points a time series of their estimated motion can also be made. The results are computed with respect to a ground control point (GCP) of known elevation and are relative to its motion. Data for this study includes 53 SAR images from the European Space Agency’s ERS-1 and ERS-2 satellites of descending track 350, frame 2943 (Fig 1) acquired during the years 1992-2001. For the stacking method the data was processed using the ROI-PAC software [24], at an 8-looks resolution (~160X160 m/pixel). This resolution increases the detectable signal coverage but reduces the sensitivity to small-scale features. In order to increase the SNR, a filter that takes into account the coherence value of the pixel was used. Following the study of [25], double filtering was performed enabling to increase the available area for analysis. Of the available 53 raw images, 45 were processed to SLC (single look complex) images. Out of 105 possible pairs with low baselines, 27 pairs with an average baseline of 38 m (and a maximum of 102 m) were selected according to the signal coverage area (Fig 2). The topographic signal was removed using the 50m resolution Survey of Israel DEM combined with the 25m Israel DEM [26], and the 3 arc sec (~90 m) SRTM DEM [27]. We used satellite orbits provided by Delft Institute for Earth-Oriented Space research (DEOS), The Netherlands [28]. The PSInSAR Processing was carried out by T.R.E Milan within the framework of the Terrafirma Pan-European service for ground motion hazards under the European Space Agency GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) project. All interferograms used one Master scene from September 26, 1997. The data consist of 35,000 permanent scatterers (PS) that
were measured for their average velocity, of which 16,000 were also analyzed for their time-series behavior.

The remaining 21 interferograms were arranged in chains with low (<100 m) perpendicular baselines and a cumulative time span of about 30 years. The apparent deformation rates are between 12 and -12 mm/y with a standard deviation of ±30 mm/y. These values are unreasonably high for surface deformation and probably result from atmospheric signals at the end members of each interferometric chain. By eliminating 5 end interferograms from chains that show high standard deviations, significant improvement is made. The new stack is composed of 6 chains having a cumulative time span of about 27 years and the apparent deformation rate has been reduced to values between 3 and -3 mm/y with standard deviations of ±6 mm/y (Fig 4).

This improvement is demonstrated in the cross section A-A', that shows average deformation rates, standard deviations, and topography, sampled in 10X10 pixel bins (~500X500 m) along the profile (Fig. 5 a & b). The high standard deviation values that still remain after this procedure suggest that the apparent deformation rates are statistically insignificant and no tectonic implication can thus be drawn from these results.

4. RESULTS

4.1. Stacking

Individual interferograms show strong effects of atmospheric stratification and turbulence. Opposite LOS range changes appear in different interferograms that span the same time interval, and in places, the apparent deformation rate is unrealistically high (Fig 3). In some cases, two interferograms that have a common image, one as a master and the other as a slave, show opposite phase changes with a similar spatial pattern. Of the 27 low-baseline interferograms, 6 interferograms were eliminated from the stacking analysis due to their poor coherence.

The major part of Mt. Carmel is a national forest with a relatively small number of permanent scatterers. Most of the scatterers in the region are buildings in the city of Haifa and its suburbs. Fig 6 shows the PSInSAR average annual velocity map. In the northern part of the Carmel Mountain, where the city of Haifa is located, there is no distinct deformation pattern. A profile across the northern part of the Carmel Fault (Fig 5c) shows rates in the range of +0.1 to -0.6 mm/y, with no significant variation across the fault. The estimated standard deviations are smaller than ±0.3 mm/y. The
map shows local subsidence with rates up to 7 mm/y in the area of the Zevulun plane, particularly near the outlet of the Kishon River. These observations were confirmed in the field by the occurrence of cracked buildings and deformed pavements.

5. DISCUSSION

Our PSInSAR results show no evidence for differential surface displacement across the Carmel Fault in the satellite to ground LOS. This does not necessarily rule out the possibility that slip occurs at a rate, depth, or rake that is undetectable in the satellite geometry and resolution. To examine the detection limits of displacements we use elastic dislocation models [29, 30] which calculate the expected surface deformation with respect to the satellite for different fault parameters (location, strike, dip, rake, slip, and dimensions) in a homogenous medium. Since there are very few permanent scatterers to compare with along the N-S segment of the CF, the models are constructed only for the NW-SE segment. The fault dip was set to 60° to the NE, based on the focal plane solution of the 1984 M_3.5 earthquake [31]. The width of the fault was set to the depth of the continental crust, estimated to be 35 km in this area [32]. In order to avoid effects of the fault tips, the length of the fault was set to infinity by extending its limits beyond the research area.

Figure 5 - Profile A’-A’. (A) Of all available stacked interferograms; (B) After removing data with high deviation (Fig 4); (C) PSInSAR results (Fig 6). Note that the LOS velocity scale of each profile is different. Vertical black Dashed line show the location of the Carmel Fault (CF). Grey thin dashed lines show the standard deviation limits. Each point along the profile is an average of a 10X10 pixel bin (500X500 m).

Figure 6 - PSInSAR Results. PS Averaged annual LOS velocity, superimposed over an orthorectified aerial photo (Orthophoto). Red colors indicate movement toward the satellite (e.g. uplift), blue colors indicate movement away from the satellite (e.g. subsidence); The red square area shows the location of high subsidence confirmed in the field.

We constructed models for the NW-SE and N-S segments, in which the depth from the surface to the top of the fault, the rake, and the slip rate were iteratively changed. The maximum slip rate in our models is 5 mm/yr, corresponding to the GPS estimates [15]. We checked rakes of 0° (left-lateral displacement), 90° (normal), -90° (reverse), and 40° (oblique). Surface rupture is represented by setting the depth to the top of the fault to zero. Fig 7 shows synthetic interferograms of the predicted LOS displacements in our models.

As previously noted, the PSInSAR technique is limited to detect LOS deformation higher than 1 mm/y. Thus, because no displacement was observed along the CF, fault model parameters which yield rates that are less than 1 mm/yr at surface cannot be excluded. Fig 8 shows all the combinations of slip, rake, and depth to
the top of the fault rupture, where the LOS displacement does not exceed 1 mm/yr. These values place upper constraints on the possible displacement along the fault. In the NW-SE segment the PSInSAR method has a dip-slip rate detection limit of 1 mm/y. Higher slip rates would create higher LOS deformations and would be detected. Left lateral slip along this segment is limited to 4 mm/y at a 1 km upper locking depth of the fault.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The interferograms used in this study are characterized by a low signal to noise ratio. Although we used different signal enhancing methods and approaches we could not find any evidence for differential surface displacement along the Carmel Fault. The PSInSAR showed high sensitivity to local effects. Subsiding areas found in the Haifa Bay resulted most likely from compaction of clay-rich layers, and possibly in response to groundwater level drop.

The stacking and PSInSAR techniques assume a uniform slip rate with time. Despite the fact that no surface displacement was found, the models show that a vertical slip of up to 1 mm/y, or horizontal slip of up to 4 mm/y along the NW-SE segments of the CF, although unlikely, cannot be totally rejected. These estimations are higher than those found by the geological observations [13, 14, 16]. The long recurrence intervals of M>6 earthquakes along the CF may also suggest that some of the accumulating strain along the fault might be released continuously by seismic creep or by small earthquakes.
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